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GOOD TURN SCHEME
UPDATES
By Ceri Seeley, Good Turn Scheme Development
Officer, Medrwn Môn
·A chance to celebrate all the volunteering efforts
of the Good Turn Schemes across the Island, share
good practise with other schemes and showcase
positive changes that they have made to their local
communities.

If the past 18 months has taught me anything, its that Anglesey volunteers genuinely care for their
residents & communities. Our communities are strong and resilient, a great support system for each other,
no matter how big or small our community - we look after each other.
I have been fortunate enough to take part and support events across the island and witnessed the strength
of our local communities. I have witnessed the fundraising you do year-round to be able to hold social
events and gatherings for those you support, while also building relationships and strengthening your
teams.
I’ve also seen how volunteering enriches the lives of volunteers, creating friendships that may never have
existed. Giving people a sense of purpose and belonging when creating or joining a local group.
The Good Turn Schemes we have helped to set up and support across the Island are diverse, with some
teams concentrating on community transport, while others look to improve the digital skillset of their
community.
At the beginning of my journey as Good Turn Scheme Development Officer I had heard about some of the
‘legendary work' you have done over the years, and Benllech’s fundraising coffee mornings did not
disappoint! The hall was full of crafters and bakers, photo framers to choir singers – I look forward to when
we can meet and socialize like this again!
Since March 2020, it’s been fantastic to see your teams come together creating a network of volunteers
prepared to shop and deliver food for others in times of need. I know many of you that went out of your
way delivering everything from afternoon teas to Christmas dinners and everything in between.
We started 2020 with 4 Good Turn Schemes (Benllech, Rhosneigr, Aberffraw, & Car Linc), we end this 18
month project with 11 teams Island wide. Welcome to you all – Seiriol, Ynys Cybi & Valley, Llanfair PG,
Talwrn, Twrcelyn, Bryngwran and Mechell ! You are all in different stages of your Good Turn journey but all
of you doing amazing work in your individual communities
There’s much more to being part of the Good Turn Scheme than helping people, the time and effort you
put in to all the documents required, from agreeing constitutions and policy writing to preparing DBS’S
and safeguarding your communities.
Again, I thank you ALL for your efforts during 2020, the time you have put in has been invaluable especially
during lockdown and this testing year. It has been a pleasure working with each and every team,
Thank you all very much.

Ceri Seeley
Good Turn Scheme Development Officer

BENLLECH & DISTRICT
GOOD TURN SCHEME

Benllech & District Good Turn Scheme are the most established on
the island. Bill & his team are nearing their 20th year (if not a little
more!)
Benllech & District Good Turn Scheme have been operating as
normal during the pandemic, doing local shopping and prescription
collections, offering transport to Hospital, Doctors and Dentist
appointments with limited driver availability. They have also been
providing transport in an emergency such as visiting partners for
end of life purposes.
They are continuing to deliver their 'Keep In Touch Scheme'
telephone support service and regularly contact some 40 people
within the community.
At this time, people needing assistance do not need to be members,
and the Good Turn Scheme will try to cover any request they receive
for help providing a volunteer is available.
Over the last couple of months Benllech & District GTS have
attracted more volunteers to support with shopping and
prescription collection.
http://www.bdgts.co.uk
Contact 01248853491
bhadfield@hotmail.co.uk
Opening times
Monday - Friday; 9am -5pm

SEIRIOL GOOD TURN SCHEME
The Seiriol Good Turn Scheme is part of the Seiriol Alliance. Much of
the work to set up the scheme started before the pandemic and an
original launch date was set for the 29th April 2020. The launch was
quickly brought forward to March 2020 by an informal steering
group of six volunteers in response to the pandemic and ran from
Monday to Saturday using 3 mobile phones.
For the first few months of the pandemic the service was publicised
widely throughout Seiriol Ward with a leaflet drop to over 3,000
homes. The group also put posters on public noticeboards, social
media, email and through the Puffin newsletter. The Scheme was
supported by a COVID-19 grant from IOACC, Menter Môn and Medrwn
Môn.
Over 100 volunteers were quickly recruited, DBS checks were arranged
and supplies pf PPE for volunteers were set up in the local pharmacy.
The Good Turn scheme carried out over 2,500 good turns in it’s first
year! These Good Turns included medication and shopping deliveries,
meal deliveries, coordination of ‘Scrubs’ sewing for local car homes,
befriending on the telephone, involvement in other initiatives such as
food banks and digital inclusion project, dog walking, and community
transport.
The community is kept up to date with the work of the Good Turn
Scheme through volunteer newsletters and regular articles in the Puffin
Newsletter.
The Scheme is now looking at an app being used for community
transport and will be piloting new software that will potentially link
them in with the NHS, ambulance service and social care services.
Individuals using the Good Turn Scheme haven’t been charged for
any services since the start of the pandemic, however charges and
expenses are likely to be introduced at some point once ’life gets back
to normal'. For further details contact - 01248 305014

BRYNGWRAN GOOD TURN SCHEME

Bryngwran Good Turn Scheme was created by dedicated volunteers Eirian Huws & Neville Evans. Since its
creation the GTS have recruited 23 volunteers in Bryngwran and Engedi and they have done over 170 Good
Turns since Covid started - supporting over 40 people. They have delivered over 100 Afternoon Teas, and this
is something they continue to do when funding allows.
November's challenge for adults / families was to create a Christmas wreath to put on their houses. There was
the community response to the challenge was fantastic and over 75 beautiful wreaths were created. Good
turn plan volunteers packed a small bag in include wreath making items and distribute them around the area.
We worked with Iola from the Youth Service to run a workshop with a small group of teenagers to create 5
wreaths to give to key members of the community as orators of thanks for their contribution to the
community.
We all worked with the school to create kits for the children to do Chrisingle, it was a given also a small bell for
them to ring the bell in front of their homes at 6pm on Christmas Eve to help Santa on his tour of the world!
February's challenge is to prepare for the St David's Day celebration, there's a virtual competition to show
members' craft and talent and to celebrate a very important day. The grant money has enabled Plan
Good Turn Bryngwran / Hwb yr Iorwerth to run a club to raise people's spirits during these challenging times.
we are trying to encourage people to bring the 5 ways of wellbeing into their lives by connecting with others,
being attentive, learning something new, being active and giving in different ways. The club provides the
opportunities for everyone to achieve each and every one. For more information contact 07999 352576
ctdbryngwrangts@gmail.com

TWRCELYN GOOD TURN SCHEME

Like the Seiriol Good Turn Scheme, the Twrcelyn Good Turn Scheme,
covering the North of the Island, is part of the Twrcelyn Alliance.
They have a dedicated group of volunteers all working to better their
community and have recruited 38 volunteers from the ward over the
past year. The scheme covers all areas of the ward including Amlwch,
Rhosybol, Cemaes, Penysarn and Bull Bay.
The Good Turn Scheme have done over 1640 Good Turns since Covid
started, including collecting shopping and delivering medicines and
prescriptions. They have supported over 140 people locally.
See below: Morgan Morris helping mam (Angie) and sister Ellen in
Penysarn delivering leaflets with all the contact numbers required
during lockdown. Some of Twrcelyn's volunteers. Ann Tooze, Carys
Hughes & Simon Drakley.
07714 593194 prescriptions
07714 593250 shopping
"We have all felt grateful to have a
purpose and a role to play”

Another one of our established Good Turn Schemes is Rhosneigr
Helping Hands. Rhosneigr Volunteers were formed in 2005 to
distribute Meals on Wheels which then morphed into Helping
Hands. Two of the original volunteers are still on the road and often
transport some of the other original drivers!
Helping Hands covers Rhosneigr and District, Aberffraw and
Malltraeth. During the pandemic they have continued to take
people to the Doctor and to Hospital and other medical
appointments. Shopping is done for those needing things and
safely delivered. They also take individuals shopping and assist
them where necessary.
Normally Gill and her team transport individuals to the hospitals
and surgeries usually staying to chat and provide support. They
also take people to hairdressing appointments and visits to
Opticians, Dentists, Physio, Hearing clinics, Chiropodist etc these
will all start again when restrictions allow.
Visits to family and friends in hospital and care homes when
allowed are very important. Helping Hands have even taken people
to funerals of close relatives when no other way was possible.
Gill Richards organiser of the scheme states that as a volunteer you
build up a close bond and friendship with so many and this is what
makes volunteering so rewarding for the whole team.
You just never know when you yourself will need a helping hand.
Gill thank you, to you and your team for your years of support to
the local community.
For further details 07816369471 or 01407 810276

AETHWY GOOD TURN SCHEME
Ceri has been working with the group in Aethwy (covering
LlanfairPG, Menai Bridge and Penmynydd) to develop the Area
Support Teams into a Good Turn Scheme. This will be done in the
same way as the Twrcelyn and Seiriol Good Turn Schemes and will
be part of a community led Alliance.
People with an interest in starting a Good Turn Scheme in the area
have attended two public meetings and were positive about
moving forward however due to COVID restrictions they are looking
at holding a public meeting after lockdown restrictions end. In the
meantime Medrwn Môn are preparing case studies of other
community led alliances and Good Turn Schemes to share with the
group so that they can get a better idea of what’s involved.
During the pandemic there have been very active Area Support
Teams in LlanfairPG and Menai Bridge and there is now the
opportunity to create a Good Turn Scheme that covers the whole
ward. There were over 70 volunteers between the two groups –
over 450 Good Turns and supported approx. 90 people

YNYS CYBI & FALI GOOD TURN SCHEME
Ynys Cybi and Valley Good Turn Scheme have had many a meeting
postponed due to lockdown restrictions, and therefore it was decided
early on to create a Whatsapp group to keep communications open.
So far the group have slowly but surely been gaining more volunteers
and have been completing DBS checks for those who required them.
A fantastic logo has been designed by 16 year old Samuel Woodhead
in preparation for the launch, great to see youngsters giving up their
time to support the team!
With the support of the Charitable Trust, the seed funding has been
spent on a computer, printer, software and mobile phones in
preparation for the end of lockdown / restrictions.
The group will cover the areas of Holyhead, Llaingoch, Four Mile
Bridge & Valley.
The team will be supporting with shopping and prescription
collecting, and look forward to supporting their community in the very
near future. For further details - 01407 763559

‘Its been great to
work with such an
active group of
volunteers, with so
many ideas about
supporting their
community’.

TALWRN GOOD TURN SCHEME
The Talwrn Good Turn Scheme have been making a big impact in
their community. Comprised of volunteers from the community
shop and the village hall they have been successful in gaining grant
funding over the year.
They have used the grant funding to pay for extra noticeboards
which have been erected on the shop and hall and near the village
bus stops to give information and help support those who do not
use internet / social media and to produce a village newsletter
'Calon Talwrn'. The community shop run by volunteers, Siop
Bodeilio, stayed open 7 days a week all through the pandemic, and
has taken record sales including new frozen goods, fresh local
cheese, bread and ice cream, and introduced door to door
deliveries for those shielding, which has proved very successful.
There is a new porch on the shop to serve the window to protect
volunteers and customers. All volunteers are an integral part of the
GTS and what has been done.
Talwrn Good Turn Scheme have 18 Volunteers who have done 288
Good Turns during lockdown and are supporting 22 individuals. The
GTS have had new volunteers come forward to replace those
shielding which has enabled them to expand and further develop
their services. Volunteers have been supporting local residents with
shopping and medication collection.
For further details - 07432 323192

MECHELL GOOD TURN SCHEME

The Good Turn Scheme in Mechell have been particularly busy during
the past 12 months. Deborah, Robin and the team have been planning
ahead for a successful 2021 and beyond!
Its fantastic to see the collaboration between the Good Turn Scheme,
Cyfeillion, Cylch Meithrin, Cymdiethas, & Menter Mechell. Working in
partnership really has strengthened their community resilience and
their services to local residents.
Mechell GTS have used the Charitable trust seed funding to purchase
necessities such as a laptop, printer, software and office supplies fantastic set up for 2021 and to continue their good turns in the
community!
The scheme is understandably delayed somewhat, as the Caffi /Hub is
closed, the hope is to have the Caffi/Hub opened by Spring and will
then be in a position to get the project up and running from the hub.
Here’s some of the plans the team have for the year ahead, and what
they have been up to in the past 12 months!
Preparing the Community Hub in the current Caffi Post Office area
to provide IT support, printing, leaflets, volunteering
opportunities guidance and information.
Village Afternoon teas schemes funded by local group ‘Cyfeillion’
Supporting neighbours who are still shielding and awaiting
vaccinations with shopping and calls.
Collecting food for our local foodbank
Developing newsletters and information to keep the community
informed and connected.
Developing online activities for children by the School and Cylch
Working together as a whole village, keeping spirits up and
supporting each other, and considering what needs doing going
forward in the next months to encourage safe outside activities,
social spaces and re-engagement.
For further details - 01407 710004

